
Module 8- Background 
Images and Grid layouts



In addition to background-color, we can also 
use images to style an element’s background



Example Grid



Possible Layouts:
960 Pixel wide
12 Column Grid



CSS Frameworks



First, download 960.css and add it to your 
css folder. Then link to it by adding 
another <link> element to each page.

▪ You can combine rules from multiple external stylesheets to style 
your page.

▪ Linking 960.css will allow you to give you elements special classes
whose style rules have been defined inside of 960.css

▪ The follow slides have some example classes, but look at 960.css to 
see all the classes you have available to you.



960.css splits a 960px box up into 12 
units

▪ Change the width of your div#container to 960px to make sure 
everything looks its best.



Next, add a <div> with a class of 
“container_12” around everything you want to 
appear in the grid. This div must have a 
width of 960px



Inside that div, add more divs, using 
their grid class name to specify width



The numbers in the grid classes must add up 
to no more than 12. To start a new row, add 
a ‘clear’ div and repeat.



Special classes for 960gs

You can learn more about this framework by 
visiting the website

https://960.gs/demo.html

https://960.gs/demo.html


For the rest of class

▪ 1- Add your own banner  image to the index.htmlpage of your website. You 
may add banner images to other pages as well, if you’d like.

▪ 2- Incorporate the grid system of 960.css into at least one part of your 
website ( however, you could use  it on every page, if you wanted). One 
good place to use it would be for your favorite images- you could make 
them appear side-by-size instead of on top of each other.
– Remember that the containing div (with class=“container_12”)  must have a width of 

960px for the grid to work correctly.

▪ 3- Fill your site in with the content you selected for homework yesterday, 
and adjust the styles to make it look as nice as possible. There are no 
requirements here. You may delete elements and style rules that were 
required for earlier in-class exercises if you do not think they look good.

▪ 4- Submit the entire folder with your website at the end of the day. If you’d 
like the instructor to host your site in the web, please let him know.


